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When you look at your oeuvre do you have subjects and themes that are
constantly to be found in your work?
In my work I always refer to the subject of having a stance, a posture. A posture
our society is asking us to have in all contexts, in our family, in our work or in a
couple`s relationship. A posture that not always is perfectly matching with our
deep self. The posture we have to have makes us seem to be zombies and then
we find ourselves in the shadow of our authentic self.
____________________________
Why do you have a great love for paper as a material to paint on and why
do you choose to paint with pencils ?
I am not interested in paintings in which a simple aesthetic effect is reproduced
or in which you bluff by reproducing something with extravagant skills.
Paper, some pencils, the ones you can find in a child’s satchel and I am happy.
I really do not like bluffing.The reduction to simple mediums prevents the
cheating. Virtuosity alone does not mean that you are an artist. It is not about to
make something nice but something sensitive.
I am not afraid of showing hyper- sensitivity.
_____________________________
In the gallery you show your Bang- Bang- series. Tell us about the Farwest
and what it means to you as an artist !
I refer to this subject because of two reasons: It takes me back to my childhood.
It is a disguise where you can hide your personal suffering.
And it is also an image of the US- american hypocrisy. A cow boy who originally was a pariah in the society (30 % of the cow boys were black), who was used
to the maximum for exercising an ungrateful job just to find himself pushed
into the spotlights like an icon of the american dream.

On your motives we often see figures doing something. But is seems as if
their action is frozen at a sudden when we look at them as if they were
caught by doing some secret stuff. Please comment a bit on this
impression !
Well observed ! This also is because of the posture- subject I work with. The
form is clasped on a neutral background frozen into a cartoon- esque attitude on
the limits to the ridiculous. One could apply the same treatment to doctors or
lawyers (laughs).
___________________________
Would you say that on your paintings we can feel a certain social vakuum?
That talks about isolation or the awareness that we are always alone although we might hang out in groups ?
Thanks for asking the question which is the answer at the same time. I have
nothing to add.

